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Poppa’s Barn Smokey Mountain

Driftwood

Poppa’s Barn authentic reclaimed wood is perfect for wall coverings, tables, shelves, and more. Each plank of aged 
western red cedar is planed, trimmed, brushed and clear-coated, and arrives ready to install in your salon, restaurant, 
home, office space, lounge, etc.  

Product Features
-Authentic reclaimed wood: Poppa’s Barn 
 reclaimed wood is the real deal, sourced and 
 processed in Southern California. Each board is 
 sun-kissed for 30+ years, resulting in gorgeous, 
 you-can’t-make-this-up reclaimed wood.

-Easy to clean: Each board of Poppa’s Barn
 reclaimed wood is clear-coated.

-Sustainable: Poppa’s Barn reclaimed wood takes 
 the old and makes it new again, involving a
 special process that reduces waste. Poppa's Barn
 is conscious of the environment and plants one
 tree with every order through a partnership with
 a non-profit. 

Applications
Create the create-able: Poppa’s Barn reclaimed wood is designed to be installed with finish 
nails, not peel and stick application. Because of this, each board is 1/2" thick. Whether applied 
to the backside of a kitchen island or used in commercial settings, Poppa's Barn reclaimed 
wood has endless custom opportunities. 

Specifications
-Western Red Cedar

-4-7/8” wide

-Lengths vary between 10"-52”

-Planed on back to be ½” thick

-Sold by the 21 sqft bundle or 
 custom large batch quantities

-Unfinished reclaimed wood available. 
 Each board is planed, brushed, trimmed,
 and sanded. Minimum 500 sq. ft.

-Fire treated reclaimed wood available.
 Hidden protection under the
 clear-coat, per your specifications
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CONTACT US TODAY to hear more 
about this locally sourced 
product & installation tips
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